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We aim to perform sentiment analysis

on Twitter tweets related to

cybersecurity. This project focuses on

developing models and approaches

to identify cybersecurity terminology

and identify patterns of cyber threats

in tweets. Tweets related to

cybersecurity comprise the data we

utilize as the training set, which will

help us study related terminologies

and patterns concerning

cybersecurity in social media.

Log files are used to keep track of all the
users that have accessed a server. From log
files, we collected a total of 25,110 IP
addresses with 526,883 data logs who
attempted penetrations. We found out
China was the highest country and the US
was the second highest country who
attempted penetrations. From the twitter
data files of geo location, the US was the
highest country who mentioned about
cyber attack.

1. Google Maps API tutorials, Google.
2. Twitter API (Tweepy),  Twitter.
3. Geo-Location, https://geoip-db.com
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● Platform:  Linux OS, MySQL Database
● Frontend: HTML, CSS, JavaScript
● Backend: PHP, Python
● API: Tweepy, Geoip-db, Google Charts
● IP, country, city, latitude and longitude
● Secure log files: July 2018 - July 2019
● Twitter data: 7/3 - 9/1, 2019

Methods

1. Develop programs to download the

tweets automatically use with cronjob.

2. Develop programs that can extract

information from the tweets, and

transform the data into the database.

3. Design database schema and storage

architecture that can store tweets and

cybersecurity related information.

4. Develop integrated programs to

perform sentiment analysis on the text,

summarize the patterns of cyber

threats, and identify the connections

between users and cyber hackers.
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Summary

Log File

526,883

Twitter Tweets

36,722,960

IP Address

25,110

This project tried to find patterns of

cyber threats by developing a

database of cybersecurity terminology

using Twitter tweets. It provides an

opportunity to apply data mining

technology and research on social

media and cybersecurity. Outcomes

will be very helpful to establish and

support the Center for Academic

Excellence Cybersecurity mentorship

program at Kean. Also have the

opportunity to be involved with the

research on social media and

cybersecurity.

Tweet Polarity Calculation using Vader

Number of Tweets and Tweet Polarity
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128,001

24.3%

Server 2

393,673
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